
0.1. Chevak, Alaska.

Chevak (Central Yup'ik: Cev'aq) is a village of 466 (1980 U.S.

Census), all but around eighteen of whom are Yup'ik Eskimos. It is

located at 61
o 16'40 M

N, 165°35' Won the banks of the Ninglikfak River

(Nengliqvak) thirteen miles inland from its mouth at Hooper Bay (Kangirr-

luk), which in turn opens into the Bering Sea (Imarpik) near the middle

of the long stretch of Southwest Alaskan coastline between the mouths of

the Yukon River (Kuigpak) to the north, and the Kuskokwim River (Kusquq-

vak) to the south. The present village site was settled in the mid-

1950*s after an earlier site five miles to the south, now called Old

Chevak (Cev'alleq), was inundated. Only a few years before that, Kashu-

nuk (Qissunamiut or Nundruluut), a winter village site of long standing

ten miles south of modem Chevak near the mouth of the Kashunuk River

(Qissunaq), was abandoned for the same reason. By the late 1940's,



Kashunuk had taken in the populations of a number of smaller villages

abandoned in the 20's t 30's, and early 4Q's because it had become the

focal point in the area for the activities of Roman Catholic Church

officials and of school officials. These small villages* located near

the mouths of the Kashunuk, Aphrewn (Aprun), Manokinak (Manuuqin(r)aq),

and Azun (Ayuun) Rivers, including Ituremiut, Qangllumiut, Qiqnermiut,

Uqalikcirmiut, and no doubt others. Many older Chevakers cite one of

these, rather than Kashunuk, as their winter village in childhood.

Less recent villages in that area from which Chevakers 1 ancestors are

said to come are Englulluk, Englullugartalegmiut, Kapuutlermiut, and

Qavinarmiut (* Nunallret). Modern Chevak's nearest neighbor is the

village of Hooper Bay (Naparyaarmiut), population 624, seventeen miles

to the west, . It is Inhabited by the only other modern speakers of the

Hooper Bay-Chevak dialect. Chevak's next closest neighbors are Scammon

Bay (Marayaarmiut), population 251, twenty-two miles to the north on the

other side of the Askinok Mountains, and Newtok (Niugtaq), population

125, fifty-two miles to the southeast. In these villages, the General

Central Yup'ik dialects respectively of the Yukon and of Nelson Island

are spoken, although with some unique or unexpected features in each

(author's fieldnotes). Bethel (Mamterillermiut), population 3576, 145

miles southeast at the mouth of the Kuskokwira, is an important health

care, commercial, and transportation center for Chevakers.

Modern Chevak has a Roman Catholic church with a Jesuit priest In

residence year-round, a modern school building with a staff of around

fourteen teachers and administrators which was run by the Bureau of

Indian Affairs until 1980 when it came under local control, a clinic

with several full-time health aides, a U.S. Post Office, a City Office



building, several stores, including a general store owned by the

Chevak Company Corporation in which all villagers are shareholders, an

airport receiving around ten scheduled passenger, mail and freight

flights weekly, a qaygiq (semi-subterranean wood and sod communal men's

house), and a community recreation hall. Although Chevak now has a

predominantly cash economy, hunting, gathering, and traditional exchange

customs are still of major economic significance, and are of great cul-

tural importance as well; further, of course, they provide a crucial

source of nutrition.

.

At this time, the principal language of Chevak is a subdialect of

the Hooper Bay-Chevak dialect of Central Yup'ik Eskimo, with a variety of

American English rapidly advancing as a second language. All native

persons in the village speak Central Yup'ik, with the exception of several

natives of predominantly English-speaking villages along the Yukon and

Kuskokwim Rivers who are married to native Chevakers. The oldest fully

bilingual person in Chevak is Leo Moses, born in 1933; there are few if

any persons born after 1945 who do not speak English. Except among those

born around 1960, Central Yup'ik is used almost exclusively between peers.

The situation between members of different generations is more sociolo-

gically complex, with English occurring far more often. Impressionis-

tically, one hears about as much Central Yup'ik as English from those

born after 1960, although to be sure there are some ten-year-olds who

choose to conduct nearly all of their affairs outside of school in Central

Yup'ik, and some nineteen-year-olds who prefer to use English whenever

possible. Due to its geographical isolation, pressures to replace the

native language with English reached Chevak much later than they did

much of the rest of the Central Yup'ik speaking region; this can be seen



with graphic clarity from Michael Krauss's Native Peoples and Languages

of Alaska map (Krauss, 1974), where villages are indicated according to

whether most, half, or a few of the children speak the native language.

Fully Yup'ik-speaking villages like Chevak can make a crucial contribu-

tion to the maintenance of the Central Yup'ik language in the years to

come by protecting what they have.

0.2. The position of the Chevak dialect of Central Yup'ik in the Eskimo-

Aleut linguistic stock.

The following taxonomic outline of the Eskimo-Aleut linguistic stock

1s based on Krauss's (1979) summary of recent work on Eskimo-Aleut,

building on his taxonomy of Yupik there (1979:814). I have made revi-

sions in accordance with Jacobson 1980a, 1980c, within Central Yup'ik,

and with my own findings within Hooper-Bay-Chevak, as discussed below.

Squaure brackets enclose further geographical information. The terms

'dialect' and 'language' are used based on mutual intelligibility,

following Krauss.
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